INTRODUCTION

The authors employ the corresponding technologies of the Vitals/KM to present a noble ‘Autism Babies Knowledge Platform’ for the relatives as well as the Instructors of Autism. There are some special features in the proposed noble ‘Autism Babies Knowledge Platform’, including Autism Babies Heaven, Autism Babies Birth, Autism Babies Evaluation, Autism Babies Characteristics, Autism Babies Families, Autism Babies Learning, Autism Babies Partners, Autism Babies Stage, Autism Babies Castle and Vitals/KM Documentations. Numerous simulations have been made and we obtain some successful results.

SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

The ‘Autism Babies Knowledge Platform’ is used to provide the family members and the consultants of the Autism babies with the related information that accompanies the Autism babies overcoming the difficulties in their daily life. Combining with the medical cure, the promotion of the Autism babies’ early cure plan can be executed. The connection between medical cure and education helps the Autism babies accept proper cure and education. All these plans also assist the Autism babies protect their basic authority.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

- The Knowledge Group- Introducing the management group of this platform.
- The Autism Examination- Introducing the examination process of the Autism babies.
- The Autism Characteristics- Introducing the specific characteristics of the Autism babies.
- The Autism Families- Introducing the experience among the Autism babies’ families.
- The Autism Learning- Introducing the learning methods of the Autism babies.
- The Autism Partners- Introducing the assistants and their assisting plans.
- The Autism Stage- Introducing the published and famous stories of the Autism babies.
- The Autism Castle- Introduce the detailed information of the.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

- Friendly Interface: The adoption of the learning methods those provide friendly interface and multi-knowledge themes.
- Complete Service: The negotiation between the parents and the teachers focus on the autism students’ preschool learning issues.
- Group Collaboration: The involvement in the autism students’ evaluations, arrangement programs and the specialists’ collaboration.
- Information Support: The investment of the autism students’ individual requirements and other evaluation programs.
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